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About This Game

First-person shooters and roguelikes have finally tied the knot! Their offspring, ROGUE SHOOTER, tasks you with navigating
a space station run amok. Blast aliens and kick robots in the face as you traverse each level; collecting weapons and gaining
experience along the way. How far will you go when death lurks around every corner? Will you reach the 100th level and

destroy the source of the station’s corruption? Probably not, but it’s worth a try.

GAME FEATURES:

Fast-paced and challenging gameplay!

More guns than you can shake a stick at! We wish you would stop shaking it though, it’s making us nervous. 

Level up and pick from the finest perks this side of the Mississippi!

High score charts track your best attempts. Brag to your friends about yours, they surely won’t hate you for it! 

Play mini-games to hack into secure computers. Just like real hacking! 

You can battle with robots, aliens, and giant carnivorous plants! You can also battle with your low self-esteem and
crippling alcoholism, but those aren’t included in this game. 
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Unlock backgrounds, difficulties and enemy weaknesses.
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Crap controls, crap gameplay, crap mechanics.. VAC = Valve Allow Cheating. Nostalgic, but impossible to run on most PCs
these days. (5.5/10.0). A solid indie shoot-'em-up by Astro Port, makers of fine mecha games such as Supercharged Robot
Vulkaiser, Gigantic Army, Steel Strider, and this. They also made Satazius, which... *cough*

Anyway, Armed Seven takes a lot of visual cues from Assault Suits Valken, which was released here as Cybernator for the
SNES. However, it's a horizontally scrolling shoot-'em-up instead of a run-and-gun shooter. Unusually enough for a Japanese
shooter, you have a "life bar", but it replenishes very slowly and gives a fairly long invincibility period after you're hit, making it
essentially a retheme of the one-hit-and-you're-dead mechanics found in much of the genre. As with most shooters, it's fairly
short at 7 stages long, but it's fairly difficult and very replayable.

Probably the biggest point of difference this game has from the rest of the genre is the ability to choose your weapons from a
choice of four main guns, four subweapons that fire along with your main gun, and one special weapon that requires charging.
"Better" main weapons cause the special weapon to take longer to charge, so you have to choose whether you want a more
effective normal shot or to be able to use your special weapon more often. The major problem I have with this is that many of
the weapons seem fairly useless to me, and I generally just end up using the submachinegun as a main weapon, either the rockets
or the cluster shot as a subweapon, and either the beam cannon or the guided missile launcher as a special weapon. This isn't
quite so bad for normal gameplay, but several of the achievements require you to beat each difficulty mode repeatedly using
each of the 12 weapons at least once, so be warned if you care about that.

All in all, it'd be hard for an Astro Port game that isn't Satazius to not earn my recommendation, so Armed Seven gets a thumbs
up from me.

(Note: I originally owned this game on Direct2Drive when it was released by Curious Factory, so my total playtime is somewhat
longer than my Steam playtime.). Pretty great game. A good old classic from the old times played on the old computers.. Great
concept. Beautiful graphics. Wonky controls. Unable to change the way the mouse controls in 1st person. 1st person treated like
you're still in a fighter. Difficult to center the view. Re-mapping keyboard controls doesn't work -- unable to change controls.
Difficult to find objectives after last waypoint. No way to review previous communcations. 1st person controls slow. Exploring
the ship is cool, but time consuming and difficult.. This does not work. I have uninstalled, restarted steam etc. and the game
does not get past the black screen after it launches.. Repetitive Simplicity

Can you count to six?
That is basically the question this game will answer. Now there is more to it as you have to imagine a dice pushed into a 2
dimensional shape that you have to redesign in your head each time, but that´s really not that hard as... well you know, a dice
only has 6 sides and once you get the hang of it, the game offers nothing new.
Nearly all level feel the same, as you do the same thing over and over. Sure, they introduce spaced out shapes which you have to
put together before being able to reconstruct the dice in your head and that brings some fresh wind into the game, but it comes
half way through and quickly loses it´s charm through repitition (again).

The way the game is designed, it´s just far too easy. EVERY number has a counterpart, meaning you don´t have to think about
anything. Just pick a number and start filling in the tiles. Repeat until you´re done...

Instead of introducing moving shapes, more sided dices or blacked out tiles so not every number has a counterpart they just
repeat the same concept for each level which for me was too little and only left me wishing for more.. that is CUTE. this is the
greatest game ever made.
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Another really fun choice of games game. If you like them this is one of the them to get. Pretty decent all around, maybe a bit
expensive but id reccomends. This was better than the game.. This pack is great, and not just for guitarists. The bassline on
Longview is legendary and is super fun to play, although the guitar part is a bit lacking, but that's made up easily with songs like
Wake Me Up When September Ends and Good Riddance. Definitely recommend this pack.. One of the greatest games I've
grown up playing, I love the original and so far I'm liking reincarnation. Looking forward to what the future holds for Stainless!.
Free Cell is the closest thing i have to a drug addiction.

Thank you you digitally manifesting my inner demons!
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